Volumetric study of lobar atrophy in Pick complex and Alzheimer's disease.
Lobar atrophy is an important neuroimaging feature of Pick complex (PiC). However, differences in patterns of focal brain atrophy between PiC and Alzheimer's disease (AD), and among PiC subgroups, have not been studied quantitatively. To compare volumetric measures among primary progressive aphasia (PPA), frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and AD; to assess association between brain atrophy and cognition. Seventeen patients with PPA, 11 with FTD and 24 with probable AD were studied. We measured total and regional volume quantitatively using MRI and computerized volumetry. Contributing factors were controlled statistically or by adopting brain volume ratios. We investigated the classifying power of volumetry and correlated regional brain volume with cognitive and language test scores. The ratio for fronto-temporo-central region was smaller on the left in PPA and on the right in FTD. AD and some PPA patients had smaller parietal lobes. The frontal ratios correctly classified 93% of PPA and FTD patients, but only 50% of the entire PiC and AD patients. Language-dependent examinations correlated with the left fronto-temporal volume. Brain atrophy differs in PPA, FTD and AD, but there is some morphological overlap between PiC and AD in parietal volumes. Focal brain atrophy is most consistently associated with language impairments.